VALOREM is the first independent green energy operator on the French market. Pioneer, VALOREM Group has been developing renewable energy projects for 20 years on its own behalf or on behalf of third parties. Now vertically integrated, VALOREM provides services at every step of your project or your existing installation in Europe, Africa, Asia and Caraibes.

**Engineering**
- Renewable energy project prefeasibility studies
- Technical layout
- Wind and Solar assessment

**Development**
- Renewable energy project development assistance
- Equipment consultancy
- Weak grid auditing
- Electric grid auditing

**Construction**
- Transport
- Assembly
- Construction project management
- BOP turnkey
- Commissioning

**Operation**
- Operation
- Maintenance
- Renewable energy PMS
- Supervision

- Wind turbine generator (WTG) inspection
- Thermographic control
- Periodical regulatory control of collective protection equipment, winch and elevator
- Quality analysis of the electrical grid
- Management and solution of TV disturbances
- Audit and optimization of the telecommunication network
- Implementation of a teleprocessing tool for the substation operation
- Analysis of the contractual organisation (costs, warranties, services, liability)
- Performance analysis
- Analysis and reporting of EHS (Environment, Health and Safety) tools
- Organization and optimization of acoustic campaigns
- Analysis and optimization of the Operational Expanditure
- Runway Lighting

**Expertises**
- Training
- Project auditing

**References**

**Development**
- +780 MW wind energy
- +140 MWc solar energy

**Construction**
- +530 MW

**O&M**
- +400 MW in operating
- +350 MW in technical assistance
- +120 MW in maintenance